Code of Conduct

In order to maintain a high level of service to its participants, RecSports has established a Code of Conduct for all participants to follow. The RecSports staff appreciates your cooperation in creating a friendly and positive environment for recreation and social opportunities in all facilities. An explanation of the Code of Conduct is listed below:

University of Tennessee
RecSports Department
Participant’s Code of Conduct

Participation in all RecSports Facilities and programs is a privilege. All Participants who participate in RecSports programs or who utilize RecSports facilities agree to adhere to the following Code of Conduct:

Participants are expected to:
- Treat the RecSports staff and facilities with respect.
- Act with character and courtesy while respecting the rights, welfare and dignity of all others in RecSports facilities.
- Adhere to the rules & policies set by RecSports & the University in its facilities and programs.
- Act in a safe, responsible manner regarding themselves and others.

Participants engaging in inappropriate behavior or violating RecSports/University policies in RecSports facilities may be subject to have their privileges of participation revoked and could face possible university disciplinary action.